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With enormous qualifiable information and internally derived business intelligence, pharma insights,
and competitive intelligence teams have multiple pain points across the insight-generation process and
usually use a patchwork of point solutions to solve them – warranting the need for a single, integrated,
and intelligent solution. 

Identifying these challenges, we have combined human intelligence with technology and developed an 
AI-enabled competitive intelligence (CI) solution that serves as a one-stop-shop to highlight the current 
competitors and market activities in your market.

Integrating deep industry knowledge, advanced analytics, and human-centric design, enabling augmented 
intelligence to achieve efficiencies and gain a competitive advantage. 

A SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR COMPETITIVE INSIGHTS

Measure Competitive Landscape
Allow users to view the market landscape across various attributes like mechanism of action, molecule
type, and company

Keep Yourself Informed
News alerts captured across clinical, commercial, and regulatory events for competitors and
home brands

Track Approval Timelines
Allows users to align brand strategies to the market entry of competitors; estimate events likely to impact
home brand share

Clinical Study Update
Allow longitudinal view of the clinical studies and outcomes data; track competitor study
completion dates

Understand Competitor Strategies
Profiles of all the leading competitors highlighting key strategies adopted

Evaluate Key Products
Detailed product profiles presenting insights around the features, characteristics, and market adoption
of various products

Update and Download
Download charts / update data in real-time directly in the platform

Access to Multiple Users
Create multiple users and collaborate with team members to update data and visualize output
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ADVANCED, PRE-BUILT VISUALIZATIONS TO SURFACE INSIGHTS
WITH SPEED

AUGMENTED INTELLIGENCE IMPACT

Ready to deploy pre-built modules

Customized view across modules

Set notification and alerts

Daily updates across >250+ life sciences
data sources

Multiple geographies covered

Sharing and collaboration

Accelerate “Data to Insights” journey leveraging 
pre-built visualizations and fast customization

Scale rapidly through technology enabled 
self-service

Focus on insight generation, not on data

Gain alignment across organization through 
democratization of data

Become efficient by reducing agency and human 
costs

Become proactive, through predictive analytics
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Datazymes provides AI-powered digital solutions to catalyze innovation in pharma. We combine deep 

industry expertise, advanced analytics, and human centric design to co-create digital-enabled solutions 

that enable our clients to unlock their data and analytics investments and gain competitive advantage.

About DataZymes

Contact Us

https://datazymes.com/datazymes-intellia/

contact@datazymes.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/datazymes


